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As the 1998 Winter Olympics approaches, two young American figure skating champions, Tara

Lipinski and Michelle Kwan, prepare themselves for the ultimate showdown. Skating for the gold

gives fans a closer look at these two highly-popular skaters--on and off the ice. Photos throughout.
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I wouldn't waste my time reading this book. Everyone knows that Michelle should have won the gold

and only lost by one-sixth of ONE POINT!! It was Tara's jumps that won her the gold as she was

completely lacking in any artistry or gracefulness, but, unfortunately, that's what ice skating has

become, nothing more than a jumping bean contest. And what did Ms. Lapinski do after she won

her gold medal? Disappeared from the skating world! Didn't even go to Worlds, "supposedly"

because of an injury and pretty much gave up skating, except or a stint in one of the touring skating

shows. It's pretty obvious what Tara wanted out of the sport, a gold medal, thank you very much

and goodbye! We're a figure skating family, very passionate about the sport, and it's really inspiring

when you see just the love of the sport in a skater, not the medals, not the competitions, just skating

for the sheer love of the sport. Sorry, but I don't have a lot of respect for Tara Lapinski!

I was quite impressed with the deep metaphor used throughout the novel. The author used the

metaphor of the ice skate to symbolize how we must shape the world for the better. Just as the

blade of the skates skims across the cold and unaccepting ice of the rink, mankind must skim

across the world, leaving a trail of happiness edged by cold hard steel. The zamboni that cleans off



the ice, symbolizes negative forces that serves to erase all that we have created. Our dreams of

gold and silver as shattered, just like Nancy Kerigan's knee years ago. I love the Olympics and I

love how the author integrates these wonderful games into his work. The only problem with this

book are the two main characters. The author has gone too far with these characters. They do not

seem realistic. Sometimes authors can be too creative, this is apparant in the characters of Tara

and Michelle. However, I recommend this book as a guide for everyday life.

...as I do, this book would make a fair addition to your skating collection. The book was not bad -- it

was an interesting read, but it didn't really tell me much that I didn't already know about both

skaters. Tara and Michelle's individual autobiographies give you a far better look into their lives and

their emotions throughout the especially eventful 1996-1997 skating season. The photos were good

and it was a good overview of both skaters and their careers, but if you want the real story of these

skaters as well, you should definitely pick up Triumph on Ice and Heart of a Champion to get the

whole story.

I personally thought this was a great book. It did have a lot of technical things, but there was a

glossary as well. It had a lot of narration, but it also had some stuff in the skaters' eyes as well.

There was just enough writing, but some pictures as well. There were featured chapters on each

skater, but ones with them together. This book is a great buy if you want to find out about a

competitive skater's life, or just find out about Tara Lipinski and Michelle Kwan's lives.

I am a figure skater, I have been for 4 years now, and I am not reading this book, I am studying it. I

think there is excellent advice and quotes that help me to realize why I skate, not to win, but have

fun. Skating is as much physical as it is mental. I think this book really helps people to see the

pressure skaters face before competing and how many people are depending on them to win. This

book itself should take home the gold.

this book was way too techincial. i could barely understand it and i am a full fledged figure skater!

yup, i even skate 5 days a week, and this book is a big bore even for me. the author seemed to

think tara was perfect but michelle was a clunky old wanna be. AS IF! Go Michelle! I am your

biggest fan!

I liked this book. It's about skating. This book really tells about skating for gold from 12 years old



and on. It tells the challenges Michelle and Tara went through. I liked especially how Michelle

started and the tricks she pulled on her father. This is a golden book.

I think you should read this book because it's great .If you want to know about Michell Kwan and

Tara Lipinski. It's not too hard to read . It could take you one to two weeks.
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